Self-healing Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) are good candidates for structural applications at high temperatures in oxidizing environments. These materials generate complex couplings between the thermal and mechanical fields. A multiphysics macroscopic model of both the mechanical behavior and the lifetime of CMC structures was proposed previously and was validated on the material's level. Here, its effectiveness in dealing with structural calculations with heterogeneous fields is analyzed and a non-local fracture criterion is proposed for high-gradient cases. All the simulations were carried out using Abaqus/Standard. The main interest of the model is its ability to predict the evolution of each of the material's mechanisms throughout the structure until final fracture. Another advantage is the ability to predict the fracture zone and the influence of indentations on the lifetime of the structure (damage tolerance analysis), both of which are very important for industrial developments.
Introduction
Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) have very good thermomechanical properties and, thanks to self-healing matrices, can be made to resist oxidation. Therefore, they are potential candidates for high-temperature applications, such as engine components in the aeronautical industry [Naslain, 2004; Bourgeon, 2010] .
From a mechanical standpoint, the key phenomenon is the deflection of the matrix cracks in the fiber-matrix interphase [Aveston et al., 1971; Marshall and Evans, 1985; Marshall et al., 1985] : this mechanical fuse protects the fibers from the cracks and enables the development of multiple cracks in the matrix, giving the composite some level of ductility, even though all of its constituents are brittle. The matrix cracking scenario has already been established for woven CMCs [Guillaumat and Lamon, 1996; Lamon, 2001] . Since the matrix between the yarns is stiffer, but more brittle, and has larger pores than the yarns themselves, it begins to crack first. The corresponding cracks are oriented by the loading and are orthogonal to the applied stress. Then, when this crack network nearly reaches saturation, the matrix in the yarns also begins to crack. The corresponding cracks are oriented by the fibers: they are orthogonal to the fibers in longitudinal yarns, and parallel to the fibers in transverse yarns. In summary, there are three types of cracks in the damaged material: (i) inter-yarn cracks, (ii) intra-yarn longitudinal cracks and (iii) intra-yarn transverse cracks.
However, the matrix crack network (especially the intra-yarn transverse cracks) is a preferential path for the diffusion of air (actually oxygen, water, etc) within the material toward the fibers, which are prone to subcritical cracking in an oxidizing or corrosive atmosphere [Gauthier and Lamon, 2009; Gauthier et al., 2009; Ladevèze and Genet, 2010] . Therefore, there have been attempts to introduce an environmental protection of the fibers within the composite (a chemical fuse capable of breaking the oxygen circuit), such as a self-healing multilayered matrix [Lamouroux et al., 1999; Naslain et al., 2001] , which would drastically increase the material's lifetime [Cluzel et al., 2009] .
In order to predict the mechanical behavior and the lifetime of such a complex system, a multiphysics model was already proposed in [Ladevèze et al., 2001; Baranger et al., 2007; Cluzel et al., 2009] . The key element of this lifetime prediction tool is the mechanical model of the matrix cracking process, which was introduced for CMCs in [Ladevèze and Letombe, 2000; Ladevèze, 2002] and belongs to the framework of anisotropic and unilateral damage theory [Ladevèze, 1983 [Ladevèze, , 2002 . The second main ingredient is the physicochemical model of the matrix healing and fiber degradation processes which was introduced in [Ladevèze et al., 2001; Cluzel et al., , 2009 . The principle of the global lifetime model is the following. In the first stage, the mechanical model provides a homogenized description of the various matrix crack networks on the macroscopic scale. It is important to note that even though the model is macroscopic it treats each crack network separately in the description of the damage. Therefore, one can define a crack opening indicator specifically for the intra-yarn transverse cracks. These cracks constitute the input data of the second stage, in which the physicochemical model provides a description of (i) the development of the oxide tip within a single reference crack, (ii) the diffusion of oxygen and water within this oxide and (iii) the degradation of the material's strength through fiber oxidation/corrosion. Let us point out that, more recently, slightly different healing strategies have been tested on C/SiC composites (e.g. in [Liu et al., 2008] ) and characterized (e.g. in [Tong et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011] ). In addition, several studies of the cyclic fatigue (both thermal and mechanical) of C/SiC composites have been carried out [Mei et al., 2006; Mei and Cheng, 2011] .
The aim of this paper is to extend the analysis presented in [Cluzel et al., 2009] by using recent developments which enable one to come even closer to industrial needs. Indeed, the whole lifetime prediction scheme (Figure 1 ) can now be applied to structural parts subjected to heterogeneous stress and/or temperature fields, possibly with high gradients.
First, we briefly review the mechanical foundation, which was already published in [Ladevèze and Letombe, 2000; Ladevèze, 2002] , in order to make it easier for the reader to understand the particular case of static loading. (For fatigue loading, one may refer to Cluzel et al., 2009] .) Moreover, in order to be able to take into account structures with high stress and/or temperature gradients, we introduce a nonlocal fracture criterion and describe it in detail. In addition, again for the reader's understanding, we also review [Cluzel et al., , 2009 .) Then, we apply the lifetime model to several structural tests. The first test concerns a dog bone specimen subjected to tension. The combined action of the mechanical and thermal fields is analyzed in both hot and cold grip experiments (i.e. homogeneous and heterogeneous temperature fields), and elements of validation are presented. The fact that the model is capable of predicting the location of the specimen's fracture zone is found to be very useful for the design of lifetime experiments on structures. The second structural test concerns a plate with a circular opening subjected to tension (open-hole test). This test enables us to assess the effectiveness of the strategy in the case of multiaxial stress fields with high stress gradients. Then, having established a certain degree of confidence in the strategy, we begin to outline a damage tolerance analysis through the prediction of a specimen's residual properties and lifetime after impact. This answers one of the main industrial concerns regarding the development of new composite structures [Cox and Yang, 2006; Bourgeon, 2010] .
The modeling of mechanical damage

The nonlinear behavior model
The mechanical model takes into account the crack networks and the associated fiber-matrix debonding through damage and inelastic strains. While the inelastic part is relatively classical, the damage part is based on anisotropic and unilateral damage theory, a powerful damage approach introduced in [Ladevèze, 1983 [Ladevèze, , 2002 and previously applied to C/C [Aubard et al., 1998 ] and SiC/SiC [Gasser et al., 1996] composites and to concrete [Desmorat et al., 2007] . The first version of the theory used second-order tensors to represent mechanical damage [Ladevèze, 1983] . It was superseded by a second version which uses fourth-order tensors [Ladevèze, 2002] . The same choice was also made by [Lesne and Saanouni, 1993; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1993] . The unilateral character of damage (which under compression loading is passive) is taken into account without resorting to a discontinuous state law. This property is also present, in a different form, in [Pensée et al., 2002; Chaboche and Maire, 2002; Marcin et al., 2010] . Finally, the approach has the particularity of treating each damage mechanism (inter-yarn cracking, intra-yarn longitudinal cracking and intra-yarn transversal cracking) separately. The main constitutive equations, as implemented in the finite element industrial code Abaqus/Standard, will now be reviewed.
State law
The potential of elastic energy density is expressed in terms of the stress tensor σ and divided into three parts: (i) a first part which is active only in traction and which takes into account the damage state, (ii) a second part which is active only in compression and which is independent of the damage state and (iii) a third part which is always active and also involves some damage. Thus, this potential can be expressed as:
where C 0 , C and Z are three fourth-order tensors representing respectively the initial compliance, the damaged compliance and a compliance operator associated with shear damage. In addition, a special decomposition of the stress tensor into a positive part and a negative part is used in order to ensure the continuity of the state law [Ladevèze, 2002] :
where <> +/− denote the classical positive and negative parts of the quantities being considered. It is important to remember that both the positive part and the negative part must be taken in that special sense (and not in the classical sense) in order to avoid having to deal with a discontinuous state law. Thus, the state law becomes:
where e is the elastic strain tensor. The energy release rates associated with the variations of internal variables C and Z (i.e. the thermodynamical forces) are:
Finally, an additional thermodynamic force, which is required to drive shear damage correctly, is defined as:
with i π/2 = 0 −1 1 0
Damage evolution laws
Each degradation mechanism is associated with a damage evolution law which affects part or all of tensors C and Z:
whereĊ m andŻ m represent inter-yarn matrix cracking,Ċ f 1 andŻ f 1 represent intra-yarn matrix cracking of the longitudinal tows, andĊ f 2 andŻ f 2 represent intra-yarn matrix cracking of the transverse tows.
For instance, regarding inter-yarn matrix cracking, we consider the following effective thermodynamic force and its maximum over time:
and the definition of the evolution law becomes:
where α m is a function ofz m which needs to be calibrated experimentally, and a, b, n are parameters of the model defining damage anisotropy (usually chosen as a = 0.1, b = 2 and n = 2). The other damage evolution laws have similar expressions [Ladevèze, 2002] .
Residual strain
The total strain rate is divided into elastic and residual strain rates:
The evolution of the residual strain is modeled using two uncoupled classical formulations of associated plasticity with isotropic hardening (one for in each tow direction):
For instance, regarding the longitudinal tow, we consider the following effective and equivalent stresses:
where β is a model parameter defining the influence of shear on inelasticity (usually chosen as β = 2). The yield surface is defined simply by the characteristic function:
where r 1 is the cumulative residual strain and R is the classical hardening function, which must be calibrated experimentally. Thus, the associated plasticity principle defines the following evolution law:
where¯ r 1 is the effective residual strain rate and λ is the residual multiplier, which can be calculated through the consistency principle. Finally, in order to keep the dissipation constant, the actual residual strain rate is given by:
The formulation for the transversal tow is similar [Letombe, 2005; Baranger et al., 2007] .
Nonlinear response
Very good agreement of this model with available experimental data has been reported [Baranger et al., , 2008 . Figure 2 shows the model's response to an incremental tension/compression longitudinal loading on SAFRAN-Snecma Propulsion Solide's CERASEP®A410 material as identified in [Letombe, 2005; Baranger et al., 2007] . One can clearly distinguish (i) the stiffness reduction due to cracking, (ii) the stiffness recovery in compression due to the closure of the cracks and (iii) the residual strain due to fiber-matrix debonding. 
Fracture criterion
The characterization of a structure's final fracture and the prediction of its lifetime require an additional tool. Indeed, while the model described previously is capable of predicting the microscopic damage which develops within the material, it is not directly suitable for the prediction of damage localization and macroscopic fracture. Therefore, since it is well-known that local failure criteria cannot predict the final fracture of materials properly [Whitney and Nuismer, 1974] , we use a nonlocal fracture criterion. This approach is based on the work of [Nuismer and Whitney, 1975] and it has already been shown to be effective for the analysis of polymers [Hochard et al., 2007; Miot et al., 2010] as well as for the fracture analysis of ceramic matrix composites [Flores et al., 2010] .
The criterion is very simple both in concept and in practice (see Figure 3) . It consists in averaging, for each tow direction, the stress field over an area Ω defined by a length l 0 considered to be an intrinsic parameter of the material. (In practice, we use the size of a weave pattern, i.e. 2 mm.) For instance, for the longitudinal tow, the fracture criterion is:
The formulation for the transversal tow is similar. This fracture criterion can be rewritten differently based on the normalized residual strength (or strength reserve factor) field [Department of Defence, 2002] . This quantity provides the best illustration of the relation between the stress field (imposed by the boundary conditions) and the strength field (which evolves over time because of environmental damage) during the fracture process, and is defined by:
Then, the fracture criterion becomes:
Considered Gauss point Neighboring Gauss points 
Crack opening indicator
Since the damage model treats the different crack networks separately, it is relatively easy to develop a physical indicator of intra-yarn matrix crack opening starting from macroscopic damage variables and using a micromodel [Cluzel et al., , 2009 ] based on a proposal by [Aveston et al., 1971; Rouby and Reynaud, 1993; Evans et al., 1995] . For instance, in the longitudinal direction, one has:
where h 1 is the average opening of a crack, d f 1 is the crack density, and K 1 , K 2 are parameters of the model (see [Cluzel et al., , 2009 for further details on the calibration of these parameters from the micromodel). Moreover,
11 is the residual strain in the longitudinal direction induced by the cracking of the longitudinal tow (see Equation (14)), ∆C f 1 11 is the variation in compliance in the longitudinal direction induced by the cracking of the longitudinal tow (see Equation (6) and refer to [Ladevèze and Letombe, 2000] for further details), andσ 1 is the nonlocal stress in the longitudinal direction (see Equation (15) ). The expression in the transversal direction is similar. Finally, this crack opening indicator creates the link between the mechanical macromodel and the physicochemical micro/mesomodel.
Modeling of environmental damage and healing
The physicochemical part of the model involves two mechanisms: (i) matrix healing, which is described in the classical diffusion-reaction framework on the fiber's scale, and (ii) fiber degradation, which is described in a more phenomenological way on the scale of the fiber bundle.
Matrix healing
The self-healing mechanism consists in filling the cracks with a viscous glass, produced by the oxidation of some matrix layers, in order to reduce the diffusion of oxygen from the composite's pores to the fibers [Naslain, 2004; Quemard et al., 2007] . Both the growth of this oxide plug and the oxygen diffusion within it can be modeled by the simple diffusion-reaction equation [Quemard et al., 2007; Cluzel et al., , 2009 . The geometry being considered is that of a single reference crack [Cluzel et al., , 2009 , whose geometric parameters are obtained from measurements of the material and in which the opening of the crack is determined by the indicator defined previously. The associated problem is solved using a robust numerical algorithm which takes into account the change in geometry of the oxide plug both during its growth and during its decrease [Cluzel et al., , 2009 . The output of the model is the evolution of the oxygen concentration around the fiber over time and as a function of the damage state, the stress field, the temperature, etc. One can observe that the presence of water vapor accelerates the plug's growth, which is also taken into account in the model thanks to experimental data provided by [Rebillat et al., 2004; Garitte et al., 2006] .
Fiber degradation
It was proven by [Gauthier and Lamon, 2009; Gauthier et al., 2009; Laforêt and Lamon, 2008] that the delayed fracture of SiC fibers under given mechanical and environmental conditions is due to the subcritical propagation of their surface defects. The modeling approach proposed by these authors is based on a Paris-like law for the subcritical propagation of defects, leading to a fatigue-like law for the fibers' lifetime. However, while these predictions are in good agreement with experimental data under constant environmental conditions, the model is not directly applicable if the concentration of oxidative or corrosive agents around the fibers varies. Another approach which takes into account the fiber's environment and is, therefore, directly applicable to varying conditions was recently proposed in [Ladevèze and Genet, 2010 ], but has not yet been applied to fiber bundles. Therefore, we use the following modified fatigue law [Cluzel et al., , 2009 as the strength evolution law for the longitudinal fiber bundles:
with
is the evolving oxygen concentration around the longitudinal fibers given by the matrix healing model and A, E A are model parameters which must be identified experimentally. The expression in the transversal direction is similar.
Illustration and validation of the strategy
The mechanical model with anisotropic and unilateral damage and with residual strain was implemented in Abaqus/Standard as a C++ UMat. Indeed, while there are other methods to solve nonlinear problems [Ladevèze, 1999; Passieux et al., 2010] which have been used for the simulation of composites [Kerfriden et al., 2009] , Newton-Raphson is the most popular method for dealing with material nonlinearities in science and engineering, and Abaqus is one of the most widespread FE codes, especially in industry. The UMat is based on the software development platform of [Leclerc, 2010] . Essentially, the local loop consists of nested fixedpoint iterations and Newton-Raphson iterations, the former to calculate the damage state and the latter to invert the state law (which is nonlinear, even when all the state variables are fixed, see Equation (3)). Moreover, Aitken's relaxation and the BFGS pseudo-tangent operator are used in the fixed-point and Newton-Raphson algorithms respectively in order to improve the convergence rate. The details of the implementation, including analyses of the efficiency and robustness, will be the subjects of a forthcoming paper [Genet et al., 2011] .
Concerning the lifetime model, this part was implemented in Matlab. Essentially, the geometry of the modeled crack partially filled with the oxide plug is discretized using unidirectional linear elements. The diffusion equations are solved analytically while the reaction process is solved using a RungeKutta/Fehlberg method in order to control the quality of the solution.
Finally, the interface between the two codes and the averaging calculations required for the fracture criterion are provided by Python scripts.
Thanks to these numerical developments, the predictive capabilities of the whole strategy can now be illustrated by structural cases. The first example is a dog bone specimen made of SAFRAN-Snecma Propulsion Solide's CERASEP®A410 self-healing CMC (Figure 4 ). The FE mesh was generated using GMSH [Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009] . The specimen was subjected to a static fatigue loading at high temperature: all the loading conditions, i.e. the applied stress and temperature and the other environmental conditions (20kPa partial oxygen pressure; 1.8kPa partial water pressure) remained constant over time. We used an identification of the model for this material provided by [Baranger et al., , 2008 . While some parameters (e.g. the reaction/diffusion coefficients) can be found in the literature, most were identified by fitting the mechanical response of macroscopic specimens (e.g. initial behavior, damage evolution laws) or by analyzing the morphology of the material on the fiber's scale (e.g. the characteristic dimensions of the matrix layers). Still, a few parameters (e.g. the anisotropy of the cracks) remained unidentified because of the lack of experimental data and had to be chosen arbitrarily [Letombe, 2005] .
We will present first the damage induced by the mechanical loading (i.e. the stiffness reduction), followed by the damage induced by the environment (i.e. the strength reduction).
Predictions of the damage fields
As mentioned previously, the key property of the model is that it distinguishes among the contributions associated with each crack network, which, thus, can be analyzed separately. For instance, for a 50MPa applied load, inter-yarn damage alone is in effect, whereas for a 250MPa applied load (Figure 5(a) ), both inter-yarn matrix damage and intra-yarn matrix damage are in effect (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)): intra-yarn damage takes over after inter-yarn damage has reached saturation. Let us point out that this is the first time damage fields from a model based on the second version of the anisotropic and unilateral damage theory [Ladevèze, 2002] are being presented.
The mechanical part also provides an intra-yarn transverse crack opening indicator field, which is the key input to the physicochemical model of strength reduction through oxidation.
Lifetime predictions
Now, let us illustrate the capability of our strategy to simulate the complex competition between mechanical loading and environmental loading through the analysis of two related test cases: a hot grip experiment (i.e. with a homogeneous temperature field) and a cold grip experiment (i.e. with a temperature gradient over the specimen).
First case: homogeneous temperature field
The use of hot-grip testing machines greatly simplifies the study of the lifetime of self-healing CMCs because these machines allow the analysis of the influence of the stress and temperature fields on the lifetime to be fully uncoupled. Therefore, let us first consider the use of our model to analyze hot-grip experiments. Figure 6 shows the strength degradation in the specimen after 278 hours under 200MPa loading at two uniform temperatures (500°C and 700°C). In this case of a homogeneous temperature field, the interaction with the damage field (which is nearly homogeneous, too) is the following: the strength decreases mainly in the middle of the specimen, where the stress is higher. For instance, from the initial value of 340MPa, the strength reduced to about 120MPa at 500°C (Figure 6(a) ), and to only about 210MPa at 700°C (Figure 6(b) ). Figure 7 shows the same type of result, this time for the strength reserve factor field. This shows clearly that at 500°C the specimen breaks in the zone of interest whereas at 700°C it does not break at all. This shows that the model is capable of illustrating and quantifying classical types of behavior: (i) an increase in the applied stress decreases the lifetime of the specimen drastically (see Figure 8 , which indicates a very good match with experimental data); (ii) a modification in the applied temperature enables one to define the domain of applicability of the healing process ( [Cluzel et al., , 2009 ). Let us note that the wide scatter in the lifetime data of Figure 8 was evidenced only in a recent study [De Melo-Loseille and Lamon, 2009] and will be analyzed within our modeling framework in a forthcoming paper. [Penas, 2002; Moevus, 2007; De Melo-Loseille and Lamon, 2009]) 
Second case: temperature gradient
Hot-grip testing machines are uncommon and most experiments are carried out using cold-grip machines. This makes the analysis complicated because neither the stress field nor the temperature field, both of which have a significant impact on the lifetime, is uniform [De Melo-Loseille and Lamon, 2009; Momon et al., 2010] . This led us to apply our model to the analysis of cold-grip experiments in order to illustrate how it can help improve their design and understanding. The temperature field considered was obtained by [Moevus, 2007] and is shown in Figure 9 . Figures 10 and 11 show the residual strength and the strength reserve factor in the specimen after 278 hours under 200MPa loading at two non-uniform temperatures (500°C max and 700°C max). For a 500°C prescribed temperature in the center of the specimen, the predicted strengths (Figures 10(a) and 11(a)) are very close to those with a uniform temperature (Figures 6(a) and 7(a) ). Indeed, in this temperature range the healing process has almost no influence. Conversely, for a 700°C prescribed temperature in the center of the specimen, the predicted strengths (Figures 10(b) and 11(b) ) are markedly different from those with a uniform temperature (Figures 6(b) and 7(b)): the strength degradation patterns can be very complex. Indeed, due to the fact that the effectiveness of the oxide tip varies significantly, and especially non-monotonically, as a function of the temperature [Cluzel et al., 2009] , the strength degradation can be much greater even though the mechanical loading is lesser. It was even possible to predict the fracture zone in the grips (Figure 11(b) ), a phenomenon which was observed experimentally and which leads to major experimental problems [De Melo-Loseille and Lamon, 2009; Momon et al., 2010] . Thus, our model could be used as an experiment design tool in order to ensure that fracture would take place in the zone of interest of the specimen. Besides, this case illustrates the need to consider the whole structure for the lifetime study, if only because the fracture zone cannot always been determined a priori.
Application to damage tolerance analysis
In this section, we illustrate the application of our strategy to the damage tolerance analysis of structures, which is one of the main concerns associated with industrial developments [Herb et al., 2010; Bourgeon, 2010; Picard et al., 2010] . The objective is to characterize the influence of damaging impacts on the residual lifetime of structures.
According to experimental observations, classical quasistatic indentations generate cone-shaped damaged zones which can be approximated by cylindrical holes [Herb et al., 2010] . Let us consider the structural example of an open-hole specimen made of the same material and subjected to the same type of loading as the dog bone specimen of the previous section. Thus, this test case involves multiaxial stress fields and high stress gradients, especially near the hole. Figure 12 shows the geometry of the open-hole plate (with the FE mesh generated once again using GMSH [Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009] ) subjected to tension loading in the x-direction. 
Predictions of the damage fields
The model predicts that with an applied stress equal to 25MPa inter-yarn matrix cracks initiate around the hole, whereas with an applied stress equal to 55MPa intra-yarn matrix cracks initiate, also around the hole. Moreover, with an applied stress equal to 250MPa (Figure 13 ), the inter-yarn damage becomes saturated within the structure and intra-yarn matrix damage appears near the hole (Figures 13(b) and 13(c) ). These predictions, which are consistent with the available experimental data, show that there is no unstable propagation of the damage leading to purely mechanical fracture of the specimen. Therefore, it is now necessary to address the damage tolerance problem associated with delayed fracture, which conditions the structure's lifetime. Figure 14 shows typical distributions of the indicator. In the uniform temperature case, the model predicts that at any temperature the strength degradation takes place mainly around the hole, where final fracture initiates.
Lifetime predictions
In order to study the effect of the hole on the structure's lifetime, similar simulations were performed on plates with different hole diameters. The influence of the hole was measured (Figure 15 ) indicate that the influence of the hole is greater at low macroscopic stress levels. Moreover, it appears that even under identical effective stresses large defects have more of an impact on the lifetime than small defects. Indeed, the damage zone is larger, which induces greater chemical degradation. It is important to note that this phenomenon, which is specific to lifetime analysis and does not exist in the case of strength analysis, is inherently part of our strategy, which illustrates its suitability for damage tolerance analysis in an industrial framework.
Also, in Figure 15 , one should note that the ratio of the openhole stress (for a given hole) over the dog-bone stress (for a given lifetime) is almost constant. This constant is a stress concentration factor, not in the classical sense, but dedicated to delayed fracture. This stress concentration factor could be used by engineers as a very simple design tool. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented and analyzed a strategy for the prediction of the lifetime of CMC structures. This strategy is a modified version of the strategy presented in [Cluzel et al., 2009] . Its originality lies in the possibility to perform lifetime predictions not only for single material points, but more generally for engineering structures. In order to do that, several elements had to be added to the strategy (e.g. a nonlocal fracture criterion); these have been presented here for the first time. Thus, it has now become possible to analyze the interaction of possibly heterogeneous stress and temperature fields in a complex structure.
The new strategy can be roughly summarized as follows: First, a mechanical damage model is applied to the structure using finite element analysis, leading to the prediction of the magnitude of each mechanical damage mechanism. Then, in a post-processing step, a physicochemical healing and damage model is applied at each material point of the structure, leading to the prediction of the strength degradation. Finally, a criterion based on nonlocal stresses and strength reserve factors is used in order to predict the structure's lifetime. It is important to note that the strategy presented here enables one not only to predict the structure's lifetime, but also to determine the fracture zone.
A first application to the calculation of dog bone specimens enabled us to gain confidence in the strategy. Indeed, since the strategy was derived from Cluzel et al., , 2009 , it was found to be compatible with experimental measurements of the structure's lifetime dependence on the applied stress and temperature. Also, the strategy made it possible to predict the structure's fracture zone for the first time, which represents an important step forward in the modeling of CMCs. For example, under specific conditions, fracture was predicted in the grip, which is consistent with experimental observations. This opens a very interesting perspective for the shape optimization of specimens for lifetime experiments and eventually, of course, for the optimization of real engineering structures.
The strategy was also applied to the damage tolerance analysis of structures, and calculations of open-hole specimens were given as examples. For instance, it was possible to predict the influence of the hole's diameter on the specimen's lifetime. Therefore, a potential application of the strategy would be the prediction of the residual lifetime of industrial structures after various types of damaging impacts. Systematic validation is underway in order to establish this capability.
Even though this paper has shown that the proposed strategy, as it exists today, performs well in the case of structural parts, it is clear that additional developments and validations are necessary. Work is in progress in that direction and will be presented in subsequent papers. Moreover, the model itself needs to be improved in order to match the behavior of actual CMCs more closely. For example, in the mechanical part, the fiber breaking mechanism will be introduced, which will enable the prediction of both the initiation and the propagation of the macroscopic crack leading to the final fracture of the structure. This will make it possible to introduce a significant coupling between the mechanical and physicochemical parts of the model, with environmentinduced fiber rupture impacting the mechanical fields. Then, it will become possible to analyze the complex roles of mechanics and chemistry in the sequential fracture of tows until final fracture. Finally, concerning the physicochemical part, the fiber strength degradation model will be replaced by the model developed in [Ladevèze and Genet, 2010] , which addresses the phenomenon's stress dependence and scattering naturally. This will enable one to study the significant variability of the lifetime of CMCs.
